
SAFE & HEALTHY BIRD FEEDERS 

By Jennifer Plombon 

 

The WA Department of Fish and Wildlife and PAWS Wildlife have announced that bird feeders may be put back out in 

yards on April 1st; good news for the birds and people who love them. However, just because the Salmonella problem 

that caused disease in Pine Siskins is less of a problem now, that doesn’t mean that bird feeders are always safe and 

healthy and will never cause disease problems again. For example, there is an eye disease that is frequently contracted 

via bird feeders that preferentially attacks House Finches. It started in the Eastern U.S. but is now seen here as well, 

throughout the year. You can read more about it here: https://tinyurl.com/wcuj34p 

 

The State of WA and wildlife health organizations say not to just put a bird feeder out, fill it when it’s empty, and 

otherwise ignore it; this is how and why diseases are spread. You can read more from F&W here: 

https://tinyurl.com/mhztxx4c 

 

Feeders should only have a few days’ worth of seed put out at a time, and should be thoroughly cleaned between fillings 

as follows: 

Remove all seeds, wash all parts of the feeder with hot soapy water, rinse well and soak in a 10% bleach solution (10 

cups of hot water to 1 cup of unscented bleach) for at least 10 minutes. Rewash and rinse and dry thoroughly before 

refilling. 

Disease is not only spread via seeds that are touched by diseased birds and then by healthy ones, or by healthy birds 

contacting a contaminated feeder, but also via feces. If an infected bird defecates on a seed that is then ingested by 

another bird, such as when seeds are spilled beneath a feeder, the infection can spread. Experts recommend cleaning up 

spilled seed, and/or moving feeders when seed accumulates under the feeder. You can also place pieces of cardboard 

under the feeder (and who amongst us does not have PILES of cardboard from all of our Amazon orders?) and frequently 

removing and changing the cardboard, taking the spilled seed and feces with it. Please don’t place that cardboard in 

your cardboard recycling. 

Bird baths and waterers should also be cleaned frequently with a stiff brush and hose.  

 

Lastly, there is an increasing problem with bears visiting bird feeders and knocking them down to eat the seeds. Bird 

seed is very high calorie for its size, and you end up with really fat bears, which is bad for them and bad for you if your 

yard fills up with fat bears. If you ever see any evidence of bears visiting your bird feeders, please take them down and 

notify the Semiahmoo office so an alert can be sent out. Thank you all for loving birds, and for doing the extra work to 

keep them safe. 
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